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Model No. (Brand)

DSS

Product Description

DSS E-Shelving (Elements & Economy Shelving)

Origin

China

SPECI(Specifications 規

Function Strong, reliable and durable shelving and system for storage (wet or dry) and can
sustain the temperature down to -38°C.

Form Modular structure of shelving with flexibility to add on and to construct shelf units
in different forms & configuration.

Technical
Specifications

Shelving (Vented Starter Units):

Width: 455mm (18”); 530mm (21”); 610mm (24”)

Length: 760mm(30”); 910mm (36”); 1060mm (42”); 1220mm (48”);

1370mm (54”); 1525mm (60”); 1825mm (72”)

Height: 1600mm (64”); 1800mm (72”); 2000mm (79”)

Construction DSS Shelving components (posts, traverses) are made of composite plastic.

DSS Shelving is weld-less. Hence, no liquid and dirt can get inside the crevices.

DSS shelving will not rust as there is no metal exposed for all shelving parts and
therefore every component can be safely washed in a commercial dishwasher.

Deluxe
Shelving
System
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DSS shelving is designed and made in a modular system that allows the flexibility
to assemble shelving to fit any sized area by adding to the Basic Unit for shelf
extension and formation in any shape as desired.

DSS Shelving can be even used in a subzero temperature as low as to minus 38°C.

DSS Shelving available with 4 or 5 sets of traverses (4 or 5-shelf units).

DSS Shelf plates easily wipe clean or fit through a commercial dishwasher.

DSS Vented shelves allow for maximum airflow around perishable products.

DSS Shelving Designed to share posts, simplifying assembly and maximizing
storage space.

Engineering /
Site Preparation

Measure the site (storage area) for proper space available and then select the right
size of shelving that would fit the space allocated for the shelving.

Capacity A DSS Basic Shelf Unit is composed of 4 shelves as standard. Shelves can be
adjusted in every 100mm increment.

Weight capacity:

800 lbs (365 kg) per 24-48” (61-122 cm) shelf

600 lbs (272 kg) per 54-72” (137-183 cm) shelf

2,000 lbs (907,2 kg) per unit

Sanitation Every component of DSS Shelving can be safely washed in a commercial
dishwasher.

Safety NSF Listed

Special Requirements With only use of a mallet (rubber hammer), DSS Shelving can be easily assembled
in minutes.
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